WEATHER WORDS QUIZZES!

Test your weather knowledge with these meteorology quizzes on climate, weather and clouds!
1. What makes weather??

W is for the name we give to the movement of air

E is the for the word we use when water turns to vapour

A is for the instrument we use for measuring wind speed

T is for the violent storm we also call a twister

H is for the pieces of ice that fall from the towering shower clouds we call cumulonimbus

E is for the relatively calm region at the centre of a hurricane

R is for the drops of water that fall from clouds

Your answers

W ...........................................
E ...........................................
A ...........................................
T ...........................................
H ...........................................
E ...........................................
R ...........................................
2. What makes climate?

**C** is for the highest type of cloud, made of ice crystals and wispy in appearance

**L** is for a weather system also called a depression that brings strong winds, thick cloud and rain or snow

**I** is for the line that joins areas of equal pressure

**M** is for seasonal winds that blow over India

**A** is for the envelope of gas that surrounds Earth

**T** is for the instrument that is used for measuring temperature

**E** is for the central part of a hurricane where winds are light and skies relatively clear

---

**Your answers**

C ......................................................
L ......................................................
I  ......................................................
M ......................................................
A ......................................................
T ......................................................
E ......................................................
3. What makes clouds?

C is for the clouds that sometimes look like cotton wool and sometimes like cauliflowers

L is for the flashes of light produced by electrical discharges in thunderstorms

O is for the description we use when the sky is completely covered with clouds

U is for the direction air goes to create clouds

D is for the very tiny droplets of water that sometimes fall from clouds

S is for the sheet of cloud that is featureless, grey, uninteresting and sometimes hangs low enough to cover the top of hills.

Your answers

C......................................................
L......................................................
O......................................................
U......................................................
D......................................................
S......................................................
**Answers**

1. **What makes weather?? answers**

   W is for wind
   E is for evaporation
   A is for anemometer
   T is for tornado
   H is for hail
   E is for the eye of the storm
   R is for rain

2. **What makes climate? answers**

   C is for cirrus
   L is for Low
   I is for isobar
   M is for monsoon
   A is for atmosphere
   T is for thermometer
   E is for the eye

3. **What makes clouds?**

   C is for cumulus
   L is for lightning
   O is for overcast
   U is for upwards
   D is for drizzle
   S is for stratus